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A STUDY OF THE ROTOR WAKE IN~ NAP-OF-TilE-EARTH 325
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SUMMARY This article does research into the primary aerodynamic

problem with rap-of-the-earth flying-the ground vortex phenomenon.

Through an analysis of rotor wake close to the ground, we have set up

models, formulas, and methods for the calculation of its height off

the ground, its longitudinal position, and its strength. Moreover, we

have used these to calculate an induced speed distribution at the

rotor disc. When we compared the results of calculations and

- experimental values, we arrived at relatively good agreement.

Table of Symbols

8 rotor tip loss coefficient

d., e4uivalent :otor width at the rotor disc

R rotor radius (m)

R* maximum vortex radius of ground vortex system (m)

r. rotor tip degree of vorticality

(-) nondimensional coordinate parameters such as h-h/R, Y-"iQ

C7 rotor tensile coefficient

Ii circulation distribution coefficient for ground vortex system

Re radius of the wake at a certain point on the ground (m)

"$. mparative intercept area of rotor wake before and after

-'on with the ground

rotor angular velocity (1/s)
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I. Introduction

We had done research early on concerning the ground effects of

helicopter rotors. In the past, nap-of-the-earth flying for

helicopters had been confined only to the short term phase of taking

off and landing. Research on ground effects had been primarily

( concentrated on the aspects of rotor tensile strength and the power

required.

In recent years, due to the requirement for the use of

nap-of-the-earth flying by military helicopters in combat zones, there

has been renewed interest in rotor ground effect problems in

helicopter technology circles J1]. Continuous flight close to the

earth at low speeds causes helicopters to be placed in a special

aerodynamic environment and produces a series of new problems. Among

these one finds involved, during periods of nap-of-the-earth flight,

helicopter equilibrium, handling characteristics, flight capabilities,

and interference from surrounding flow fields, as well as a number of

other similar helicopter aerodynamic problems.

Rotor wake research is the foundation of the aerodynamics of

helicopter nap-of-the-earth flight. It is only when one can set up a

rotor wake model which is objective and realistic that it is then

possible to realistically predict the aerodynamic characteristics of

nap-of-the-earth flight.

In classical rotor ground effect theoretical research 12], the

rotor wake is taken as fixed in order to describe the vortical system

model. Making use of the projected image method to solve for the

ground effect induction coefficient, it is possible to make

reasonably good predictions of rotor capabilities in hover and during

forward flight at relatively high speeds. However, application of

this technique is limited in the low speed ranges encountered during

nap-of-the-earth flight. The reason for this is that no account is

3taken of the relatively large wake deformation and surface vortical

phenomena at such times. During the last few decades, people have

achieved a very rich research understanding of the rotor aerodynamics

of nap-of-the-earth flight. This is particularly true of the research
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work done by the Boeing-Ford Helicopter Company (3) and Princeton

Univerity (4,5). This work makes a systematic discussion of ground

vortical phenomena, and, from experimentation, presents their

processes of occurrence, development, and disappearance. Princeton

University also measured and recorded the rules governing changes in

the locations of rotor flow fields and ground vortices during

4 nap-of-the-earth flight. This is precious information for wake 326

research. Reference [5] carried out theoretical research into rotor

wakes, ground vortices, and mutual interference with the ground

surface. It achieved relatively good results. Their work delved

deeply into research concerning rotor aerodynamics during

nap-of-the-earth flight and laid a valuable foundation.

In order to be able to carry out predictions of the aerodynamic

characteristics of rotors during nap-of-the-earth flight, it is

necessary to solve a key problem which is the calculation of the

position and strength of ground vortices. The research which previous

people have done has still not provided a method which is practically

feasible and theoretically complete. This article presents a method

for calculating the strength and position of ground vortices and rotor

wakes as well as induced velocities. Because of this method, the

calculated results and the experimentally measured data from Princeton

University (5) mutually agree.

II. Surface Vortices

In recent decades, research from outside China has pointed out

the phenomenon of ground vortices which appears particularly in

nap-of-the-earth-flight. xperimentation [41 discovered that, from the

appearance to the disappearance of ground vortices, the correisonding

rate of rotor advance lay in a very narrow range from P-0.02 to

0.05. At this time, the induced velocity distribution at the rotor

blade disc changes abruptly (Fig. 1). It creates a deformation in the

rotor aerodynamic characteristics. Its pitching moment follows

changes in as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 The Relationship Between the Axial Component of the Rotor Disc

Induced Velocity v. and Its Corresponding Radial Position MPIR

[51

Fig. 2 Curve Describing Changes in the Pitching Moment In Terfis of

the Rate of Advance "*[1( @. .,ate of Slope of the Lift Curve, ; Degree

of Rotor Reality) 3. Influence of the Ground Vortex

The ground vortices are an accumulation, in the vicinity of the

ground surface, of the rotor wake vortex (principally the rotor tip

vortex) under the triple mutual influences of downward rotor wash

flow, the oncoming flow encountering the flight and the ground

surface. The rotor wake, due to the blocking effect of the ground

surface, reduces speed and finally turns in the direction of the flow.

It is dispersed along the ground surface in all directions. If thej ,speed of forward flight is very low, the forward section of the rotor

5



wake flow still has a relatively large horizontal forward velocity

along the ground. Because of the continuity of the flow movement, the

wake flow disperses and reduces speed. At a certain point in the

forward area, it mates with the corresponding wind. The supported

wake vortices, then, accumulate at this spot forming the ground

vortex. This vortex has an obvious effect on the surrounding flow

fields and the aerodynamic characteristics of rotors.

I. Ground Vortex Vertical Position G..

Since ground vortices are the result of the mutual effects of the

three factors of rotor wake flow, oncoming flight flows and the ground

surface, the position of ground vortices can be solved on the ;he

basis of the principle of the superposition of movements.

After rotor wake flow collides with the ground, it assumes the

forward wake flow movement of the wake vortex and reverses direction

in terms of the oncoming flight flow. The horizontal velocity of gas

flow close to the ground is taken from the superposition of the two.

At the point where their flow speeds are the same (their combined

speed is zero), the wake flow turns over and upward forming the ground 32

vortex. The vertical position of this vortex can be solved for using

the classical vortex system.

If we take the rotor coordinate system as our reference system

(Fig. 3), the vertical speed of the surface flow is

vE-v+v, (1)

In this equation, V is speed of flight. V, 8 is the rotor wake

* "vortex and its horizontal induced velocity as projected on the

vertical plane of symmetry rising from the ground surface. On the4:.

,4- basis of classical rotor vortex flow theory [6) and projection

methods, one has
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R-=-2R|dr rso(R x-h) ax1

*X dli R,(R,+B,) R+,JO(2)

dr
In this equation J, is the amount of circulation for a unit length

along the direction of the center line of the vortex

R9,, +ll h' 31" h- I- 2RG.4o

B,- (G.+ RcosO)sinx -mx

R,, v/Rz+ (G.+itgx )'+ 2R(G.+ htgx)coso
B,,- (G.+RcosO+htgX)sinX

At the place where the ground vortex is formed one should have V,.-o,

that is,

V--,. (3)

This equation determines the vertical position G. of the ground

vortex. At this point, it is necessary to point out that the wakes in

the various equations above must be used with correction 
values for

the angle of incline X of the vortical core.

V

dr

77' ...

Fig. 3 Rotor Coordinate System 1. Ground Vortex
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Fig. 4 Curve Expressing Changes in the Vertical Position G. of the

Ground Vortex as a Function of ' ( , is the Overall Distance) 32

G, is an important parameter describing ground vortices. Fig. 4

presents changes in Gas a function of the rate of forward rotor

movement. In all situations, c°is always a monotonic reduction'I function of Mi. The diagrams show the effect of the overall distance ..,

on the position of the ground vortex. The larger the overall

distance is, the greater are the momentum and the kinetic energy of

the downward wash. The ground vortex then appears in a place even

farther to the front of the rotor.

Although, when we solved for the vertical position G, of the

ground vortex, we did not consider the influence of the ground vortex4itself, it is true, however, that classical vortical systems already
calculate in that portion of the near ground wake which goes to form

the ground vortex. Because of this, we get a certain compensating

factor. From a comparison of the calculated values presented in Fig.

5 and experimentally measured values, we can see that the degree of

agreement between the two is quite satisfactory.
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- Fig. 5 A Comparison Between Values Calculated for 17- on the Basis of

the Methods of This Article and Experimental Values 1. Experimental
Values 2. Calculated Values

-' i 2. The Height Off the Ground 1% of Ground Vortices

According to what we see in Fig. 6, the rotor wake flow flows

. down at an angle toward the ground at velocity V, . In order to

simplify this, let us assume that, after the wake flow contacts the

0% ground, it divides into two longitudinal flow movements along the

: ground. The thickness of the forward branch is G,, . The thickness

of the rearward branch is h" . When we pay attention to applying the

principles of momentum and continuity equations, we make a three

dimensional correction to the wake flow. If we do not figure in the

:i ] ground friction force, it is possible to write an 'xairection

• ." momentum equation for the control body shown in t:le diagram.

0 9
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Fig. 6 Derivation of Momentum Equation for Control Body 1 . Control

Body

Ps-p P.

The continuity equation is

'- ,. . r " . . .. . . .

l~d.
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If we make equations (4) and (5) simultaneous, and, we take into

consideration the energy losses which occur when the rotor wake

collides with the ground surface, we can go through mathematical
operations and obtaini 329

dm - -. (K,-zifX)
Ra [--( K-,+siu&X)+Kjnx] 6

In this

d.,- OR BI

K,.- {S+S.[ 2CrsinaX cosIX-Zcsx(S.-]

S.-(B/ a)', j,-&+itgX

We should pay attention to the fact that the rotor blade tip

vortex is only distributed on the wake flow surface. Because of tnis,

the thickness of the branch flow in the forward direction after the

wake flow contacts the ground here is then the height of the ground

vortex which we solve for. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of calculated

values and experimental values. The two agree.

I 0.,.
o 0.46 10'

4.64 10' L
6.60 0 0.64 If

its

.20

AA

Fig. 7 A Comparison of Experimental Values and Values for iG& A

Calculated According to the Method of This Article 1 . Expuriwental

Values 2. Calculated Values
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. 3round Vortex 6,'rcngt rd

Let us assume th-t the wake vortex whict avoids the rotcr -

ti a7kes the form of a vorti ail ring -nd v~s iownward following t

wake flow. At a place a certain distance above tur.t ground, it cr;anges

ani is oniy dispersed in a norizontal plane. Tne forward section of

the ro .r tip vrtio'l ring moves slowly due to its windward position.

The rear se*ti*n moves 9: high speed because it is moving with the

wind. 'n r rer to simplify calculations, take the wake whicn is

shown closp to the ground by the planar ring-shaped vortex of the

ontinilty istribution for the amount of circulation Fig. 6) and

assume= tna" its circulation distribution is

dr 1+ P e ] (R P <R)

ldi

In t< Ir=V/'.

This type of distribution reflects the prin2ipie of longitudinai

A distribution of the amount of circulation in clost_ wales wiicr. says

tnat the front is large and the rear is small.

In Fig. 8, this type of planar vortex system, due to tne mut.'a

effects of vortex rings, has edges wnicn are unstaut, aria wik roi

j. up. The forward peak of this vortex system is at tn pl-,ce wn-rt- tn:

oncoming flow of flight and the rotor wake come together. In aer

limits imposed by tne ground boundary, tn. waK flow aCm Uate-s at

this point, turns upward and rolls to form a ground vortex.

The ground vortex, on the one hand, receives a continuwus
-< Ireplenishment from the rotor tip vortex in t'- rotor down f ,ow. r,

-jthe other hand, it dissipates its amount of vorticilty tc tn

osurroundings due to gas flow viscosity. hen the processes of vorttx

--. building and dissipation reach a dynamic equiiirium, trer., trn.

surface vortex is set up and maintained at a certain str~-ngt,.

Because of this,

'p12

*$ -. 'p

[%12

.';" ",.-, %"/ ", i . - .,ivv,..". .v' -% ,'< .. .i,' -, "- ¢'% ,':.,>



kdP

The param, ' / "- the surface vortex strength parameter. it

expre3ses u t,. degree of vortical confluence in the

wake. The Citi / is the greqtpr is the rotor wak" v r*,

mmailz?,ation formi :.e a oncentrated vurtex. .--0 i. t,. 3

p riti.z value. &nt chn see tnat, at this point, it is not possitle

r wak vorticeg tD anite to foria ground vortexes.

V%

A i
C I

' ;n refer - . - t rP r L,: conce rnel4, it is p;os 't , :3, vL e, f r # .
.. ' lr i-c or.n to the Tr.n,; f su ~ I( -"t r, t,*,,- r/ft.

vF

V + ,0
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in this V", V Ai 9Aft are respectively the components of

induce velocl:' -I-ng the "x. axis caused at tnat point in the rotor

woke in response to changes in the vortical system and its projection,

I the planar vortical system proi,-ion, and the ground vortex

projection. Since tne ground vortex ard th,- rotor are stationury

relative to each other, then. V'iMO From this, it ib possicl>

to obtain the strength coefficient for tnie ground vortex, whicn is,

,- _m(V + .+ -1)

A-.. ,.=@cr/ rdo. 

o --, 

'

r. ave for vrrin Terr-'s o Char;.-es in
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Fig. 9 presents the principles governing the average values of 331

the ratio betwee- surface vortex strengti, ria nlde tip vortex

strength in re por.se to changes in e, . it also presents tie

influences of the heignt of +The rotor off the ground and its overall

-- distance. One can see that ru,'t vortices ex4s* )rLy in a very

narrow range of values of -p . Moreover, when A .as a certain value,

there is a maximum value. Tne greater i is or tiie smaller e.., is,

the smaller is the peaA value for . ioreover, values of

which correspond to these peak values are also small. These

principles of change and the patterns of experimental observations

agree with each other. It would be reasonable to make an analysis of

this. Unfortunately, there are still no data from experimental

measurements with which to make comparisons.

According to the position and strength of ground vortices as

prosented in this article, tne results from an application of free

vortical system methods to calculate rotor wake and the induced

velo::-Ies caused by it in nap-of-the-earth flight demonstrate tnat

A the metnods in this article for calculating the strength and position

-f grouni vortices can be applied to an analysis of the aerodynamic

* characteristics of rotors.

At many places in tnis article, we have quoted the experimentally

"ieasured! data from reference L 5 J in order to confirm the calculation

rt-suitA in tnis article. Because oi' this, we wish to give our special

thanks to Professor H.C. Curtiss, Jr. and Dr. Sun Mao.
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A STUDY OF THE ROTOR WAKE IN NAP-OF-THE-EARTH
He Chengian and Gao Zhenig
(Nanjing Aeronautical Institute)

Abstract
In this paper an investigation of the ground vortex, the significant

aerodynamic phenomenon in rotor aerodynamics on nap-of-the earth, is
curried out. Based on the analysis of the rotor wake near the ground, a
theoretical method, including the analytical model, the formulae and the
computer prograni, has been established which can be used for calculation
of the ground vortex- the longitudind position, the height above the
ground and its strength. By using a free wake model, with the ground
vortex taken into account, the distribution of induced inflow at the rotor
disc is also calculated. All computational results are compared with avai-
lable experimental data and found in good agreement,
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STUDY OF THE SEPARATION CRITERION FOR STEADY 332

3-DIMENSIONAL VISCOUS FLOWS

Lu Zhiyong, Deng Xueying, and Liu Mouji

(Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)
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SUM1ARY This article takes the topological principles of

singularity point theory as a starting point and explains the

existance of half saddle points on the cross section flow lines

perpendicular to the lines of separation and the cross section of the

object. It goes on to explain that the perception by such people as

Lighthill that extreme limit flow lines must raise up before the

separation flow lines is not reasonable. The reasonable way of

explaining the phenomena should be that the extreme limit flow lines

are always coincident with shear stress lines. It is only after

entering points of singularity that extreme limit flow lines finally

raise up and leave the surface of the object. Finally, this article

demonstrates that the simpleminded application of two-dimensional

separation criteria to three-dimensional separation situations is

inadequate. Moreover, it presents formulae to express

three-dimensional separation criteria.

Introduction

*m Following increases in the flight speed of aircraft missiles, in

order to appropriately respond to the requirement to raise the

lift-drag ratio for transonic and supersonic speeds, it is necessary

to select for use thin aircraft wings having large back sweeps and

small length to width ratios. The fuselage used is also relatively

long and thin in order to facilitate the lowering of wave drag as well

as trim drag. With thin wings and large angles of back sweep it is

very easy to create three dimensional separation. Besides this,

because of the fact that the capabilities of fighters and missiles

4. have increased without ceasing, it is often necessary, with even

larger windward angles, to carry out flight maneuvers, leading to

strong three-dimensional separation flows appearing on the back wind

surfaces of the aircraft. Because of this, research concerning

three-dimensional separation has become a totally obligatory

6requirement.

18



Research into three-dimensional separation has only been done in

the last twenty or thirty years. However, at its earliest, it can be

traced back to 1948, when Sears, in an article on the "boundary layers

$of drift cylinders" presented the concept of what he called extreme

limit flow lines. He recognized that adhering closely to the surface

of objects there were flow lines existing which were like a very thin

sleeve around the object. Beginning from the 1950's, corresponding to

the development of aircraft missiles at that time, problems of three

dimensional separation began to attract the serious attention of

people. E.C. Maskell, on the basis of extensive experiments with oil

flow, drew together the experimental results of other people at the

time and presented a general definition of three dimensional

separation (1). Such men as R. Legendre (1956) and M.J. Lighthill

(1963), basing themselves on flow line equations and shear stress line

equations, applied the qualitative theory of differential equations

and presented the singularity point topologic method of analysis.
*On the basis of this point of view, the multivarious flow states on

walls were determined by nothing more than a limited point of

singularity from flow line equations or surface shear stress line

equations and the equations mutually interconnecting tnem. Tnese

points of singularity all had clear physical significance. According

to the rules of topology, two flow states which have different

configurations, if they have the same number of types of points ofr 4'

singularity and connecting equations, are the same and the two flow

states are topologically equivalent. Because of this, utilization of

singularity point topological analysis makes it possible to interpret

the significance of the appearance of points of singularity in flow

configurations, to analyze flow configurations, and to predict

possible new flow configurations [2].

. . 19



Peake, Tobak (2), Dallman (1980) (4) and K.C. Wang, in recent

years, have utilized the topological concept of points of singularity

to analyze many types of flow configurations on aircraft, forming one

important part of the contents of the qualitative research on

three-dimensional separation. Due to the introduction of topological

points of similarity, the flow configuration analysis based on

* experimental observations, which had been used in the past, developed

in the direction of the utilization of mathematical tools. Even to

the present day, the use of numerical value methods to solve for

three-dimensional separation flows is still extremely difficult.

Because of this, qualitative research is still a very improtant path

to be pursued. Through it, it is possible to understand the structure

of separation flows. It is also possible to make progress toward

uresenting a simplified mathematical model to serve in numerical value 333

calculations. This article concentrates on the discussion of the form

and criteria of three-dimensional separation.

I. Two Different Types of Models in Research on Three-Dimensional

Separation

In order to understand the special points of three-dimensional

separation, we will first reconsider for a moment the situation in

two-dimensional steady state separation. Two-dimensional steady state

separation is a type of singularity point separation. The point of

separation is located at the intersection of flow lines, showing the

formation of half saddle points (Fig. 1). The wall surface flow lines

flow into the point of separation from two sides. After they flow

together, the flow lines and the wall surfaces form an open wall

surface with a certain included angle. According to the definition

for points of singularity, and, given the condition that the normal

velocity near separation points is not zero, it is possible to derive

the separation criteria presented below 13,5).

ello

20
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a--7 " , az <  0

In these, x runs along the surface of the object. z is a direction

normal to th, surface of the object. U is the velocity component in

direction x (Fig. 1).

12 Maskil

Fig. 1 A Diagram of Two-Dimensional Separation

Fig. 2 Maskell Three-Dimensional Separation Model 1. Separation

Surface 2. Separation Lines 3. Object Surface

As far as three-dimensional separation is concerned, there are

always two different points of view (models) in existence, that is,

1. The Maskell three-dimensional model [II. In 1955, in his

famous essay "Three-Dimensional Separation Flow," he first presented

the idea that separation lines are an envelope of extreme limit flow

lines (Fig. 2). The extreme limit flow lines flow toward the

separation lines from the two sides of the separation lines.

Moreover, the same separation flow line cuts itself. After this, it

leaves the surface of the object and forms a three-dimensional

separation flow surface (it is a one flow surface.) Separation

21



surfaces come in two forms, three-dimensional separation gas bubbles

and free vortical surfaces (Fig. 3). The gas bubble-form separation

line normally connects saddle point-form points of singularity. At

points of singularity, au ' o* This is
dz az

equivalent to the disappearance of shear stress, that is, T,=T,-O.

On separation lines, besides this type of independent point of

singularity, they are all ordinary points. At the locations of

ordinary points 0Z and a cann-t both be zero at the same

time, that is, the shear stress cannot be zero. Therefore, at

ordinary point locations, one has at least two extreme limit flow

lines mutually intersecting to form a peak point. The separation

lines are the tracks of this type of peak point.

*1

(b)

Fig. 3 Two Different Types of Separation Forms (a) Gas Bubble (b)

Free Vortical Surface 1. Viscous Layer 2. Gas Bubble Surface 3.

Separation Line 4. Extreme Limit Flow Lines 5. Surface of Object 6.
Free Vortical Surface 7. Flow Lines
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According to Maskell's definition of separation lines and

separation surfaces, it is possible to derive the fact that the cross

. section flow lines on the cross section plane perpendicular to

separation lines and the object surface intersect each other at points

on the flow lines and cross sections to form semi-saddle points (Fig.

4). This is similar to the situation with two-dimensional separation.

22
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The cross section of extreme limit flow lines with the plane %oz

forms a point of singularity at point o When there is separation,

it is necessary to have a normal velocity to leave the surface of ?.

object. Because of this, equation (1) is satisfied at point o)

Flow lines on the separation surface cut across separation lines.

"_ They do not cut across the surface of the object. Because of this,

the separation surface forms an angle of a certain size with the

surface of the object.

V S

Fig. 4 Maskell Separation Model and Cross Section Flow Lines Y- -

Separation Line Dir-..tion, z- - Direction Normal to the Surface of

the et, - -Positioned on the Surface of the Object Perpendicular

to Y.

Fig. 5 Separation Lines on Two-Dimensional Straight Aircraft Wings

and Sweptback Wings

Obviously, Maskell's concept of three-dimensional separation can

be drawn out as an extension of two-dimensional separation. If we

assume a two-dimensional straight aircraft wing having on it a

separation line parallel to the forward edge, when the forward edge of

the wing is swept back, the two-dimensional separation line then

becomes Maskell's three-dimensional separation line. It is equivalent

to two-dimensional separation with the addition of a component for the

direction of development (Fig. 5).
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Maskell's separation model finds important application in

research on three-dimensional separation. In recent decades it has

been extensively quoted by people. In oil flow spectrum analysis, he

presented methods for determining lines of separation on object

surfaces as well as auxilliary lines. Moreover, he was able to

connect the flow configurations for object surfaces to the flow

configurations in the air.

2. The Lighthill and Peake-Tobak model. After the 1960's, people

became more and more interested in the flow configurations for

aircraft at large windward angles. At such times, leeward surfaces

often show the appearance of very complicated separation flows,

includinq vortical flow forms and point vortices. According to

Maskell's model, there was no way to solve for these. Because of

this, these types of point vortices were often seen as oil vortices

and were considered to be phenomena produced by oil flows.

Observations of air flow configurations demonstrate that point

vortices on the surfaces of objects(also a type of separation

structure point) are start points for simple root filament vortices,

and are often the start points for the vortical cores of

three-dimensional separation vortices (Fig. 6).

In the Maskell model, extreme limit flow lines form peak points

at points of separation. At one point, there are, simultaneously, two

upward flow lines crossing. Moreover, the lines of separation cut

each other. Lighthill [2] demonstrated that, in the vicinity of lines

of separation, it is not possible for extreme limit flow lines to

mutually intersect separation lines-that they lift off the surface of

objects in front of the lines of separation. Because of this, such
people as Lighthill and Peake-Tobak did not use extreme limit flow

lines to define and analyze the flow characteristics in the vicinity

of three-dimensional separation lines. They made use of shear stress

lines to make their definitions and analysis. They recognize that

shear stress lines exist everywhere on the surface of objects and that

shear stress fields on the surface of objects are continuous vector

quantity fields. The extreme limit flow line equation is
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lira dy/lx- v/s
(2)

9

I| When , from non-glide conditions on the surface of

the object V--O , -0 and L'Hopital's law

dydx= . (3)

From half ton formulas', ( )... -,=

Therefore, equation (3) can be written as

335
dy/dx- r,/,r. (4)

The shear stress line equation (4) and the extreme flow line equation

-" (3) correspond completely. In the vicinity of lines of separation,

extreme limit flow line equations do not represent actual flow lines.

They simply represent their projections (this point will be discussed

later.) Because of this, Lighthill only uses equation (4) to discuss

separation.

;:U',

6 7 LUhthill

Fig. 6 Point Vortices on the Surface of Objects 1. Point Vortex

Fig. 7 Lighthill Separation Model 2. Shear Stress Line 3. Extreme

Limit Flow Line 4. Object Surface 25



starting from the point of view of a topological analysis of

pr"n-: )f singularity, Lighthill and Peake-Tobak recognize that ines

of separation ar- basically shear stress lines. The starting points

for lines of separation are saddle points, and their end points are

the end points of the separation. On the two sides of the separation

line, the shear stress lines take the separation line as th-ir

asv,,T.tote leading to convergence . They finally flow together at tne

end point of the separation 'Fig. 7).

. The debate concerning the definition of separation lines. The

debate over whether lines of separation are asymptotes or envelopes is

still continuing up to the present. Because of the fact that, in such

experiments as those involving oil flowii, the resolution in the

vicinity of the sep'.ration lines is limited, it cannot be determined

whether they are asymptotic or they cross Mathematically, it is at

present n'jt possible to directly solve the N-S equations involved in

three-dimensional separation problems. Inside China, Znang

Hanxin-basing himself on a certain separation model--maintains that, as

far as boundary layer elaations are concerned, separation lines are an

envelope, but, in terms of N-S equations, separation lines art

V asymptotes. '4orever, he recognizes that, on a cross section

perpendicular tn the separation lines, cross section flow lines, at

points of intersection between separation lines and cross sections,

should be saddle points. Therefore, he takes two-dimensional criteria

concerning separation and uses them on three-dimensional s-paration

flows [61

II. A Discussion of Singularity Point Characteristics on ?ross

... Sections Perpendicular to Three-Dimensional Separation Lin-l

The models of people like Lighthill and the Mas-li modi ar-

different. They mantiin that the extreme i:mit flow line- cur' ul

5 .
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tin viuini iV of ,-)r:in %.'r. a r±-v -r xt-r-:s.jrr..

vi1initY Df true s*_pair :Dn lint- proj tiions, they :. ow

drtio. t',+ suf.> st.eir stress 4ns d fintII y fiow t tr.-r

at the eni pc nt of tnt separation. f tny 7re p- rpIndicr-

separation lines and the plane of thte surfa~e of the object, tr-n, trie

flow 1 -ne orientation of that plane is not an-e to form na-f saia

points ,Fig. . Because of this, in topological metnods of anuiys>

for separation points, it is necessary to carry out adjustments of tn=

relationships of ext-eme limit flow lines and shear str.-s:- i ns .n

the vicinity of separation l:nes in order to make tnm reaons1-.

M 8 Lighthi 9

Fig. 8 In the Yodel of Such People as Lignthill, Cross Z:e2tion Flow

Lines Are Not Atle to Form Ialf Saddle Points

Fig. 9 Delta Wing Cross Section Flow Line Flow Configurations Adjacent

to Body

1. Points of singularity ptrpendicular to tne piant- of separatio.n

f'-,w lin.. Y +eIL is different from tne topoiogial analysis mole-

-' r r. ar.n tan e tw:, of tnei cannot be confs~td. In

to c:a. : n!ysis of oints of singularity, cn, s',ouli ,

p :in S .f se ',.. ion on. f cw lin- cross se-i ,,,s .... . Fs nc. .

-,u ' f) sai - n s
Ar: I, n , f r t , 1 :. < : i i., n; + s fs I+ ~

s. ['b .r .-
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Be:!ause of tnis

i - h'n../2-- const

h-C( T-) , v-P/p (10)

When apo ...in separation lines, .--gz h-.. Because of

,t-, in the vicinity of three-dimensional separation lines, the flow

lines inside flow tubes must turn up. This includes extreme limit

-1-w ' >nes.

-ne proof described above explains that the raising of flow tubes

r, * . vinivnty of sepa-ation lines is correct. However, it

re '--ni:zps thit the separating of extreme lim-it flow lines from the

- of oblects is not certain. If it follows the movenent upward,

tr."r. its lower- sirf-e must also have flow lines. This is

* 7r. %t~ry&r to tre d-finition of extreme limit flow lines. Because

. X× r-_e liM ' flow lines will not leave the surface of the

ob ect., tre i-'.ion of voin s of singularity that
r - ' flow lines flow together. After that, they separate

f- ii tr.- f-: of te object at a given angle. Fig. 14 presents the

- ;::- f r -xtreme I M flow ine separtion from the surface of

t n t:. Y~isk-1, Lignhill models as we. as for the model

/ //

J *,tSA3

.. r, of the Alignment of Extr - m- L :r Flow Lin,-5 :n

Tr,- .;1A . :n Tr,,s Articit-
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4. A discussion concerning upward flow line singularity points
perpendicular to separation line cross sections. Due to the fact that

separation planes are formed from flow lines which come out from

-points of singularity whinh are nodal points that appear on cross

sections perpendicular to separation lines, when they intersect cross

6 sections (sections above the surface of objects) perpendicular to

separation lines, it forms a break line (the os line in Fig. 12(b)).

Due to the fact that extreme limit flow lines, on lines of

separation, do not turn up again, on cross sections perpendicular to

separation lines, they form respectively straight lines from the two

sides pointing toward intersection points, for example, Ao and B0.

in Fig. 12(b), which give rise to the appearance of half saddle

points.

II1. Conditions Which Should Be Satisfied in the Vicinity of

SSeparation Lines

We have already explained that separation lines are both surface

shear lines and extreme limit flow lines. If we take the separation

line as the Y axis with the X axis perpendicular to the separation

line (separation line coordinate system), the corresponding shear 33

force components are T,. . On the separation lines, T,40,T. =0.

Alonq the x direction, the shear force component r. changes

sign in the vicinity of separation lines. Because of this, # ./lx<0,

It follows from this that

S0, -o./aX (11)

4 This is a necessary condition for three-dimensional separation.
.," However, the condition described above ioes not consider the influence

of changes in shear stresses along the direction of lines of

separation.

.!
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Consider for a moment the situation of normal velocity w in the

vicinity of separation lines. In order to do this, let us take a

certain point P, on ." separation line. Let us also take a point R,

which is at a distance Az from the separation line. For convenience

sake let us choose point p, as the origin point. Then, the normal

velocity at point R can be represented as

Wx-,,+ + ...
a+ /P + a1 et (12)

From the continuity equation

09 u at w+ + 0 that is z- + -y za( 1 3 )

On wall surfaces we have

(P ' ax aIi =0

Because of this (awf/z),= -(au ax), + (av/y).= 0

Due to this (W/Dz"), = - C (a 1 / zax), + (a'V/Dyaz)')

',' The re for e Ci-- 2 (alu/azax), + (a'vlayaz)) Az2
8'3

.

°
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It is required that, at the time of separation, WP>O, Because

of this, it is required that

(alulzx), + (6lV/.yez),< 0 (15)

That is, for each point on the separation line, one should have

(aT,/ax)+ (e0r,/y)< 0 (16)

One can see from this that, in the vicinity of three-dimensional

* separation lines, the conditions which should be satisfied are

- x x0 i V, 0 (17)

neference [6], in solving for saddle points on cross sections, makes

use of the condition W>0 . However, it does not take

4 equation (16) and substitute into it the conditions which should be

satisfied for three-dimensional separation. Below, we discuss the

necessity of satisfying the condition (ar./ax)+(aT,/ay)<0

As far as closed type separation is concerned, that is, the

situation in which the point of origination is a saddle point and the

end point is the separation nodal point, we still select a separation

line coordinate system. Moreover, we assume that A. B.

respectively are the initial and final points of singularity (Fig.

15). If there is a flrw line through A, B and the direction of

that flow line is from '- to B. , then, on this flow line, changes in

the rules for T,,t,, ST/,y for various points should be as shown

in Fig. 15. The line of separation is just this type of flow line.

As far as a',/ay> 0 is concerned, this section must guarantee (T- ig)+(.r, / .v)< 0

It is then required that ?,/fx<-G?,/,y.

That is, it is not simply required that aT,/x<o.
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> 0

ta=TV a0 W'r.,z

Fig. 15 Distribution of ry Along Separation Line

4 Conclusion

As far as research on the criteria for three-dimensional 339

separation goes, there is still a good deal of work that needs to be

done. For example, the origination point for open form separation and

its criteria. Even if one is dealing with closed form separation, the

sufficient conditions for it have not yet been obtained. Following

along with the development of calculations and experimental

techniques, it is necessary to reach a deeper understatnding among

people of the phenomena produced by three-dimensional separation.

The various points of view in this article were discussed with

such comrades as Zhang Hanxin and Wu Jiezhi, from which we obtained

not a little instruction and profit. For this we express our thanks.
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STUDY OF THE SEPARATION CRITERION FOR STEADY

4S-DIMENSIONAL VISCOUS FLOWS

LU Zhiyong, Deng Xueying and Liu Mouji

(Beijing Institute of .Aeronautics and Astronautics)

Abstract
In the case of steady, 2-dimensional separation, separation point is of

a critical type. The limiting streamlines on the wall from both sides of the

separation point run into the point and then depart away from the surface

of the body with a certain angle. According to the definition of a critical

point and the condition that the normal velocity closed to the separation

point is non-zero, the separation criterion for steady, 2-dimensional flows

can be deduced as follows, The friction stress at the separation point
vanishes and There is a reversed flow after the separation. In the case of

steady 3-dimensional separation, there is a separation line which starts at
a saddle point and ends at a separated nodal point, as well as a separation

sheet which consists of streamlines originating from a critical point. This

, critical point can be viewed as a saddle point topographically on the wall.
or as an attached nodal point in the section containing the separation

line and perpendicular to the wall. Based on the theory of singularities
and topological rule, there may exist a half saddle point in the section

cut normally to the wall and separation line. As a result, it can be argued

that the argument about the limiting streamlines must rise before approa-

ching separation line, due to Lighthill, is incorrect. This paper shows

that the limiting streamlines along the wall always coincide with the

corresponding friction lines. Limiting streamlines are attached to the

wall until the separated nodal point or saddle point where they lift off

the wall. Finally, the paper also presents the separation criterion for steady

3-dimensional flows which is different from that for 2-dimensional flows.
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DETERMINATION OF OPTIiMAL POSITION OF ACTUATORS 340

FOR FLEXIBLE FLIGHT VEHICLES

Yuan Jianping and Chen Shilu

(Northwestern Polytechnical University)
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SUMM.ARY This article does research on the determination of

k. optimal positions for control mechanisms in flexible aircraft. in

control systems which have rate of speed feedback, the control

function has been seen as an equivalent damping, and wp have derived

the criteria for optimal positions of the rudaer face as determined oy

aerodynamic elasticity effects. We nave also presentea formulas for

adjusting the relationships between the position of rudder surfaces

and the position of gyroscopes. Practical examples are appended for

empirical demonstration.

I. Introduction

Control mechanisms refer to control surfaces or oscillating

engines. They can be abstractly conceived of as components producing

concentrated forces or moments of force. The effects of control

mechanisms are an important source of disturbance for the elastic

vibration produced in aircraft. It can give rise to curvature or

twisting vibration of aircraft structures. Therefore, it changes the

size and distribution of aerodynamic forces in aircraft. it alters

the efficiency of control surfaces and influenceg the control systems

of aircraft. Differing installations of control mechanisms will

produce differing results in the excitation of vibrations as far as

elastic vibration movements are concerned. Because of this, the

selection of optimum positions for control mechanisms has practical

significance.

The purposes of making the positions of control mechanisms

optimal are to be able, for general requirements, to reliablly

control aircraft movements and restrain elastic vibration. Such

eq. people as Gevarter [1] and Chen Shilu [2] did research on the

influence of control mechanism positions and sensor positions on the

stability of flexible aircraft. They made use of transmission

functions and zero-polar methods respectively and discussed the

conditions which should be satisfied by the locations of control

.i , 39r12.~-.I N ~K



:mechanism~ and sensors. As a type of drive 7-r.:ry L&t:..i, -)1

people as Arbel [3] and Scnultz 141 pres-rnted a. a:ojr .- .

of location for control mechanisms in order to caus-e fih :'.,

to give rise to increa3es in flexib> structure datp-xg -:

to facilitate the production by limited control of maxi-u. -

effects on elastic vibrations. However, all of th wr- d.upr ,," ,

numerical value calculations. They werf not able t: - ff, r an'. "r

relationships. This article, basing itself on tne nasic concrpt o:

the laws of aerodynamic energy, on tne foundation of tr.e wore

menti-ned above, discusses a step furtner tne quest.or of t:,e

optimization of the location of elasti> aircraft control me':ns.

In systems having velocity feedback, we derived two practic-l lin-x

functions and a simple relationship showing tne adjustment poi2:,

of rudder surfaces and gyroscopes. Moreover, it carries out

empirical demonstrations using practical examples.

II. Optimum Position of Rudder Surfaces

This article considers the optimum position for rudder surfaces

in control systems with velocity feedback. The equation describing

the elastic vibration of aircraft, the measurement equation, and tr,.e

control law are

"+D,4+- K,q.B ,U+ Q

,'" Z,--H,4

u--GZ.

In these, q is the generalized coordinate for elas t ic vibration. n

is a dimensional vector quantity. D, is an ,x X generalized,

natural damping matrix. K ' ic an m xxI generaliz-d rigidity matrix. Q

is an unontrolled, generalized force. ,n is a dimension vector. Z,

is the output vector for the r dimensional sensor. U is

the U. dimensional control vector. G is an mx r feedback matrix.
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causes tne systea. no"t o 1--vz- an ent-r.gy ex2.ag, r~~.t~'v

t can be und-rstood as the inert>i sec~ton or w-- r

-~ Fecaus- of the fac-t th,-I. f,)r iny hrbitrary vailue o f i,*.

fr 'BGH,-H'1G1Hj)q) is alwaYs zero, in term~s of its

pnys; -al ffi-i.nfg, tii- sum of tr.&- work done b.,- (BGH, - HrIUT
X)q

in any infinitely small real. disrlacemnr. dq , ztr,.U-

D., - ,H '(,H )

Then, we can recognize that -- e ',-eu*aetd-qI oc
2 isteejvlntdi 1 n fcc

controlins elastic vibration in the system.. in order to have the

greatest reStr .rnino effect on elastic vibration in the sys~e~i, we-

sugiges- tY - :eindex of selection for the posi tion of the ruiader

4 s~urfaoe qi cx- such. as to make j mj4(T( I)D.4( t)
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w' L 3 l - - d r t i f or .- r " . . ; =r,. . r ' C " G

is s-:71r qua.ntiy. W- usdo , tD: e

ro n fcr! ' r2u to forrL..1 .- W,- :r:. :V-

d d1 2 d1

dit d1, dl.,
d,, d1, d,, I

_~~ + -__

Ml M M_1 W ( )+, ( ) _+:( ) 1 + 4 V

yr,, MM,
+

.%

According to the nature c,- D,. ' s possible to draw a ftw

us-fui conclusions:

1 . For any arb r.-v values of 'L , ,i , w-- .- ve •

Becsuse of this, . le i ast h:,s a z-.ro character s'i,. r,-

2. The ser lper,- fundamental to",. o_ D., sd 1 di1
: 'l (,,d,-d==) O henm . r;× id. d 1 2 )I

If 'd1 2d, 1-d,.)* 0 , then, m.trx pi-' d,, d2

useful . It has one each positive, zero, and negativ_41] characteristic roots. When considered as a damping for.-, D, ,

certain circumstances, creates a damping effect, and, in otner
circumstances, creates an accelerating effect. The over:il effect is

determined by the ratio relationsips between the threr roots.
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dg, -dr,, -

D
I -

I

: "t'r r D, ' -:>.. . - ', fr r.~¢v " V! a1i " s- . r. ~ : ~ .: n'F),q 0

.... n -- 7- - 4 ir. :- nt r tr - .

.... -r t r - -

ten, D. S-, r r ,
~~d iverg:-,-

7i , r z w' h'- v - 71~r, n I F s n f r,, A i: ,

f, ...- . r' ,r r u r'r 7!-->,..

n. r.: r. -. I c) F7 rmul > rd f ".,

. n rul -r E-.. r V f . . .. ...

ur)S r - 1--, r, a !m -, 1i - 1t -, f r 'Kn w,.

.-_ of . rns . to solve ir' i, "u:. r r n s o o r,. fit.

r .c:a. -IY ,  tee -.- (I Q. c!ex ( u r , f c , 2 ,- c , r .rcl i n, n o so f 3r r id r ; I, f:.ra r s t o -d u r, ::: .

2r y-r =n t fo C ~l JL:r. t o - ':i 5 r 4J r s rf: ' , i , " -r .
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- i o*x z- oord nate for undisturbed

- * , , wL ( 1 1 .zY W Js the kinetic enerp, of the

*~- Mj~a,,c-r~r~.~ ~'r> Wh-en we consid.er t*,;e

4.? ~ ~ , i x, ~r fc > 7, 1 Withi just a li ttle rearran'.rng,

~~ ~ a 1, 2,v10
i(10

ytem-fc

aqa IL1

2 i(j 7 (Yei'ii)2

e~' q c. nq'~I z. or.n nrd i n f o r riua ~1)and wrile tlh-eu. in

AXk--BX-CX-EX-PX+ Y

0P Sn 41t

I B-( 1 ) i tliw generalized daumpine, matrix, syrniL:trical

C (C'I) Penr-rized conservation of force coefficient

%4%
o'w



E-(e 1 ) is b!.- rztdiai corr;(tion force Latrix, asymietrical

p -(p,;) :the gyroscopic force Latrix, asymmetrical

introduoing the Rayleigh dissipation function

2

In this case, the drag force in formula (11) can be written as eF/ .¥

T T sin: an orthogonal transformation, we t~>e I :rnd cii:nce it

into a square sum form

I b~iZ

Ter t, force b#k; causes the movement to reduce

speed. On the other hsnd, if b4<o, , then b,.c causes the

movement to increase speed. Therefore, the force derived from F: 544
may be of a dissipating form. It is also possible for it to be of an

accelerating form. If Eb,>o, then, one can say that, in thek

system as a whole, the dissipating forces are in a dominant position

over the accelerating forces.

On the basis of the Lvanunov theorem, it is possible to know

that, if acceleration forces are dominant over dissipating forces,

then, the system described in formula (10) is unstable. If the

determinant form Y,1<O, , then, the aerodynamic system in

formula (10) is also always unstable. These two points respectively

provide basic principles for our selection of velocity feedback and

displacement feedback in control systems.
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Becsuse of the f'<ct that orth)zow-. transformations maintain

matrices invariable, that is, b,, it follows that
k j

there is no need to take B n-] change it into a diagonal matrix. We

define a new function index

I -tr.(B) (12)

In this, tr. expresses the matrix trace (trace). in order to cause

the system to have maximum drag effects on aistur[in uoveuents, the

* selection of system parameters should cause I to become extremely

* large. When only considering gyrosco-e position and rudder surface

position, it is possible to use D. as defined by formula (5) to

eq. rep!1ce "B, "i formula (12). Yoreover, in the simple situation

represeit- by form-:> (5)', it is possible to write the obvious form:

I C ( n )

XG +rn+2 +3 , T1(12)v

4 ,( n )

III. Actual Examples of Research

This section discusses elevator position on a certain type of

aircraft. It is necessary to stress the fact that changes in ruaaer

position have very great effects on the rigid control capabilitie- of

aircraft. Because of this, the selection range for the paramt ' is

extremely limited. Moreover, after selecting it, it is necessary to

' I correct the changes in rigid aerodynamic parameters in order toVX £

gu'irantee their being within permissible ranges.

We already know th:t the relevant data for this aircraft are:

Gyroscope position '=5.45m; ru d:' 3_ rf,- T, ositiI '=.54m.

Vibration form *,( '1)-0.341, *,( '1)- -0.032, +,( 1 )---0.282.

Vibration form derivativ *( t 0. 36. +;( t )-0.07, 4( ;)-0.25.
Generallzed mass m,-14.32, m,",,6.98, m,-8.480

, 4
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1 . if we giv- ' a somewhat different value, and ti.e other da

use current values for the aircraft, under conditions satisfying

equation (1), we c-l L - zrne indices for formula (6). The resi

are shown in curve A. in Fig. 1. It is possible to - 1K , wh:

is in the range 6.4-6.85, all are possible. When =6.O I reache? an

extremely large value. The results of calculations demonstrate that,

when the rudder surfaces lip close to head section or tail section,

the system diffuses. This explains the control system's continuous

introduction of en-r-j to the elastic movements.

a' 0.3-

0.2

0 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 ?1

Fig. 1 Curves for Values (7,- 1 for Changes in ~.Calculated According

to Different Indices

2. On the basis of formula (7), when we already know the 345
generalized mass and gyroscope postion, the optimum position for the

rudder surface is at the location where the vibration form should

satisfy

T. VC T, 1 .

We can find fromn the experimentally determined curves for(T),,

that there are thr--- iD- f T1 I~ satisfy the formula above:

1.08; 4 16; 6.48. ' 1 .6$ is riot permitted by rid body control

capabilite,- .1 = 4.16 does not satisfy forv~ul-- (8). We eliiminate

these wo roots. The results for h 6.48 are in the ranges obtained

in Fig. 1. Moreover, there is only a difference of 0.06' from current

values. This method is simpler and more effective.

satisf
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3. We make calculations from tlh, index (12) formuli.

sc,:ewhat different va_-u- for i , and using the valu'-,

for Mi 4 ( ) , th.e r s-lt s are .s see.n in Bre ,B i ig. 1.

A1 the place where 11 6.4-, J reaches its maximui v ,iue. Tcis is

the same as the result from formula (7). Besides this, at the place
: : where 1 = 6.54, one sees the appearance of a secondary maximum value.

This agrees with the current values for this aircraft very well. in

calculations other than these, there is no need to integrate the

movement equations. To say it another way, the index (12) formuih

only depends on aircraft structural characteristics ( mass

distribution, vibration forms, and vibration form derivatives.)

Attention should be paid to the existence of a difference between

the results obtained on the basis of the principle of formula (6) and

those obtained from formula (12). The reason for this is that the

calculations from the index (6) formula include a numerical value

integration of equation set (1). In it, there is necessarily a

calculation error. However, it is the first type of method, as

corpared to the other two types of methods, which requires the use of

broad ranges of values.

The calculations above show that, starting from the restraining

of elastic vibrations, the optimum rudder surface position should be

at a distance 6.48 m from the head section. This position is moved

forward 0.06 m from the design position in the original rigid body

model. This will cause the control moment of force parameter and the

drag moment of force parameter to go down respectively by 4% and 1.5 .

Other dynamic parameters show no obvious changes.

"4-. IV. Conclusion

This article makes use of the concept of aerodynamic energy. It

takes the effects of velocity feedback and sees them as equivalent to

drag. We have derived the principles for optimum rudder surface

location7 with a, view to restraining elastic vibrations. Index (61

formula and index (12) formula are appropriate for general use in

velocity feodback control systems. In the simple situations which

!: <.this rticle researches, formulas (7) and (8) cn giv simple and
convenient results. Examples of practical research prove the

.04 50
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conclusions above. We, obt -,ined matching results from all thret

methods. )Vorecver, -we dem ionstrated tha: t the current rudder surface

posi'tions for aircraft being studi4ed are secondary optinmuns.
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DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL POSITION OF ACTUATORS
* FOR FLEXIBLE FLIGHT VEHICLES

Yuan Jian ping and Chen Shilu

(Northwestern Pot x'technical University)

Abstract
Since the action of actuators on flexible flight vehicles is an impor-

tant exciting source to elastic vibration, it is of practical significance
to choose appropriate positions for actuators as well as for sensors. WeI shall in this paper study optimal positions of rate gyros and elevator$

C~. 4that are modelled as lumped operating elements:
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Through the feedback control, a term (RGH,)4 is introduced to the
system to count for the damping force, where B, is a control matrix, rely-
ing on the actuator locations, and H, is a measurment matrix depending
on the gyro locations. An effective damping matrix D. is defined in ( 5

and then Rayleigh's dissipation function can be obtained as --- qD.
2

In order to make the system having most damping effect to vibration,

the actuators and sensors are so positioned that the effective damping
force (5/1) could be maximized.

Because of its real symmetry, D, can always be diagonalized. In accor-

dance, suppose that F ==-- bsi4. It b,> 0, the elastic motion will"."2 k

be decelerated by force bkik, if b4< 0 , the motion will be decelerated by
force b,, if b< 0 , the motion will be accelerated. That is, the forces

derived from P may be either dissipating or accelerating. When 21,> 0,

it is thought that the dissipating force is leading to the accelerating one.
Since the trace of a matrix will not be changed by a normal transfor-

mation, we have "b,=tr.D.. Then a new performance index is defined

by (12). The problem under consideration is to determine the positions of
actuators and sensors so that index (12) is maximized.

In general, the same results can be obtained from Lagrange's dynamic
equations.

A simple condition has been studied. Through analysis, we have derived
a set of simple and practical formulae ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) that give the
very positions at which the effective damping force is always dissipating.
By applying formulae (7) and (8) to a given missile, it is shown that
the present position of the elevator is suboptimal and is 0.06m away from
the optimal position.
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NLTMFPICAL, ',IVULATTON OF A FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT 347

A, A' T-OFF AND LANDING ON UNE-FVEN RUNWAY

Rui Yuting

(Beijing institute of' Aeronq-atics %nd Astronauti-cs"
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''U YAy This article does research, on the us- of yin- t. o

set ur a method of dynamic equat ions for fl:xible ircraft y

.ncluding landing gear structures. It presents two typ- of'-:

for the calculation of runway surfaces. After thiis, it discus-£

numerical simulat4-n method for the attitude, speed, acceleration, and

dynamic loading of flexible aircraft durin6 the process of tak-n off

and landing. It does calculations of the effects or aircraft syst<:.

dynamics of the inertial forces and inertial moments of force of -11

the major components of take-off and landing gear. To make a szple

example, this article simulates the symmetrical take-off and landing

of the KC- 135 aircraft.

I. Introduction

When flexible aircraft are taking off and ianding on unever.

runways, their attitude, speed, acceleration, and dynr.mic a r,

trl rn parameters for th- design of landing gE- r, ca!ouia=ic:.

lift. nd aircraft capohilities. Normally, these - ar- r

ot1ained through on-site --asurei-ents and hig. spet-. :,otogr :. .

c c s are hgh' and the i periods invoved are "CnL -.

t-i, +he use of omutcro to do a *O'lpietely re'-s • i

o , imu . in order to ol ain tA.:s par .er: Lr ~i WOr'i.

r-se;rc:.1g.:1 -a,

r uS i c a L .o a c) ir._ r ': l'r!--offLo 'n: L'_ -t

T,r :. I - w ,i -". f, !iowin tr e tre,- of" nr . 1

fl .  ... 2 .1rel n i mic e2uini i y. for aircr-' + t .. .. "

"* exyr .- . . 'f ' of t, grour.: surf's' -r *<r fc.
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'cm -rn :.e -tr pro ---f *:er a ri a rc-r fi low t7 rs

fo . y~- Z tt- w 7-:.7 dip dere: o , f f r edo . Irnd r I ,i iI- t L7..7
- t&~fecs or. a. rcrif t systtma dyri.i c-- of ti.

**.)~ : ne rt> Y ILaiLrts of forot o f --,11 te a, or

' ~ r~ -~ ~r'_~_~ -- :I.ods ~o ernar..erate tfr* dyr i I 2:~owc

Ii. n f -. I.. 'r-, - fIo r:,-. - inv o v ng mhu I tf nu,-c L r: r :2.

s. ~ . ~-s~-.t i~ 1:.e refer,-cs(17 on ~<r:

of rv:.. r c, w. yo~f t1r>-OI1 -n nrc2.4

-. §, - .. A 'r u. . : tyjt- d :;L ndin, tL- iT !Irr- r,

ao d.. -

v- &-r L' '-- r a.A ur- dmlo r e: -L

-~ ' - :r- t v -

7- v.. 4. r s n c.L

..n' .-Iv r r - n- I2 n - r r

r .t

4.-

-a 4.. .I

A 1 V

r f-
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7. A Yethod for ?etting Up DynxmIc Equations in Aircraft Systems

, n,-, ,r n - yst ,.3 ,,_O:L p J of point masses and holonomic or

first order non-holonomic multiple rigid bodies, T.R. Kane maintains

t'-.- it is useless to solve dynamic functions. They do not have

zul'-r'-s, and, there is no need to consider the Kane formula for

r- -..ie res4 raints f4-51

F,+F=O i- 1, 2,-.., f-rn (i)

P, -i th_ g-neralized motive force for the system. F. is the

, er~ird n.ir.-al force for the system. I is the generalized

.... irt - nuzter, m is the non-holonomic restraint. The method of

solving for F, ni F, under different circumstances can be seen in

n rnfe-r, [e4- rnR1 e

t~ j u e~ -a d w n s Izt c

W %

"\ I *I

.

."F' g. ' rin*' 2ys:t.~ and Elastic~ N~in Body 1. Reference Body

'J "':r .- -<r 'r<, wrI>, t' k>n. off, landing, or ta.xiing ou.ti

,--. i, .,V i.~ I,. b-r-- elst ractiy as main bodies and are elastic
'. .: . ... .. " . -. .o:',' : '. .z . Fl --t ic. fuseilage and wings ':r the

• -A"'. Tr'. >. lndin" gea r ?omrponernts, ailerons, and sc on,

- :,.r r*'i ' i .mx~lliary eonron.nts. Through generalized hinges,

- 3 "":'.......j , ' -nre t o the main body. One can see the main body a

V ,f,." n,.hr;tlor of an infinite number of point masses. The KanE
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equation c'rn be aprlied to this type of multibody syst-.-L.

As is shown in Fig. 1, if we select the Tisserand r-_feren..-

system i, to be the floating coordinate system for the r'rin Lod L ies, i, 1' .

are three basic vectors for it. The position vector for a

point p on the main body in the inertial coordinate system.
i s i( o il )

r. i4 (2)

In this equation, i, is the position vectcr for the instantaneou.

center cf iass of the main body. F, is the position vector for a

point r!orresponding to a point i on th reference body. P is t>

elastic displacement of point P

The velocity and acceleration for point P are

. +× +ix (ix )+2FAx i +r

44

he angular velocity of tY= reference body. Z-+,,4

. rrestnt r.--.ctiv~ly tL- first ara second order awrivativ C
r v t- -- o- v c ; syst-e:; ver u-

-- .r -" fV. ,toorairte oystreh 9Cte. s I. e:- q .1 9 C9 . t: Il

v- oc. *iec set ul for th sy te defin-d are o,, ,, ...

-." r - 2,
,0-
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4 t

4

-_ tis equc.tion, 4 , is the e t .. jc rrodulup for t:.e .- ,i.-

t th in a er.nver.ein wry, the subs r-pt rorr. 7 to , -r ,

,ri suc w * t:,.-t *,. correslcnds to t;he fir - rb'

d_ u us A 1is an I x I order nrn-sinl 1ar Fatrix. -t,4 eix 7,, of

this and the order line matrix A, arre functions of t.,e ge1lz

cooridin. te versus time. Frol, euation,. 3 and 5), the

tartial velocities for point P

e=1 2, 3

Jip.i xr =4, 5, 6
i=i7, 8,*,Nf7

-. Oi-n+1, 1+2, ... ,

From the euinV it is rossible to derive

the contribution made by the elastic main body to the gener'Alized

inertial force as being

M~i& 1, 2, 3

- i - 4, 5, 6

-~ff~ss,+f7 97 8,

.." 1 0 i n+1, , I

In this equaition, % is the mass of the m':, n 1-dy. ! i,< , . .

tensor of the main body. D, i s t. 1 .- r- I
The non-linear quantity 17 inlai 7 Lr..t :c- s.':r. . r .

higher for the eias~ic displacement an d tr. a",u:'r v

of the maiin body. WhEn w e %r t1 King abou ai 4r r; f- .

taking off and landing, it is possible to know the suL ,.',-

AW and 6 if we ignore the- nigher order qufntitt.-, tnt-i.,
58



JT~f-0, s-4, 5, "" '

From equation (F-)uv .,d- i-, 2, , I,t

possible to derive the internal force contribution of tr , elF c m-ir.

body to the generalized motive force, which is

-*44 i -7, 8 , n
(F,)- ( )

. 0 remainder

In tbis equation, , is the i th order generalized frequency for the

el-astic m-in bod.

In this system, the contribution of all rigid body parts to the

~r. generalized inertial force can be expressed as

~~(Fl!).-- Xi,,-x, i = , 2 ,

~n tr-.iS situ ,o r., eE _ g-neralized coordinattes as a

V function of the determined velocities and time.

V. Or.n the baSis of the basic formula iF)~6 . -1, 2,**,,

Vwce solve for all ext -rnal forces acting on the s-,-- -' and for the

contribution~s of all1 active restraining forces in the systeff on~ the

pene rplized motive force. We take that and equations (8), (9), and

'11)) tor-* her and substitute them into Kane equations. We obt;a-in the

dvn5-rnilcZ -)u-tion for the elastic body, multi-body system which is the

m n ti 1 OY

in t:,is equot . hnd x I ..:tricali square matrix. H
cnrd lined matrix o r . etakh(6) and equation s fo ) 21ord-_r line m rIx. E u t o 6 n equat ion (11) f orn ! "

order r2r.-lineir dIfferential equaition syster.

59
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A C:Icul,4,o utio for Runwy r~e

Cus In ti., case 6'. ~ta~tlr~~-~~ Of a. rur:LfL,,

l~~ndings~ -n ~rDrisr~c -off run-~, i-t i6 pos~itlt to recoe~i.Ize

t t 4-e ti-'re =- on the three land in6 gears of the ai rcraft wi 1~
thre:e mw,-ually pr- Le rove~i.ent~s in vertio;- l rIanes. TrpFrefore, wher_-Y

one is testr-,ight line ta'ke-off and larndinE of icr

would be a toood idea:: mea~'ure, or. the --urf%-ce of thl-, rLnwr. y 3 X m

-Id pcinl loctions of ei" hi1, 2, 3, 1-, 2, *., m

v- we loor ~t fi-g u re: 2 a' , Za 1 n,- FIt v- ri fli i a

.1 o te *ist2no bewee. te t~: r>ry larding gear or. ti left Larn,

righ of" thef aircraft. The lenetr. of1 b Kouid be fixed with a vI :-W

to t'Cwave lerng-r. of tne ups and downS i: tnc runway. in referenc-

teelcinis .b - 6lcm, W e se v:,t; threze ontt diiiit~sionu11

lt functions xiha A1 ,xa hvi xi, hs, 2 = 1, 2,5C

We us--m onc d I*rm - r,~l thre e p o ir.. a- uI -,n " :, t o.Lati v ialue 7S_

to Sil.v- o ~ for po~rint -4 dip'- t -L , tv iS,

Al ho h.\~rw:x-<- o u:~

h..C'..l 2h. 
1 u~ K .~ ~o* o fr ~ :. 1 ~.
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deflection forces wh0s- moi:ents have effects or ,r,-r f , r ord r Ic

determine the height of any given loc.icor, h(x, Y),

t e.ig t of voint hit, i-I, 2, -'-, 5, i-i, 2,...,m.

As is shown in Fig. 2j', we set up a

two-dimension-l equidistant list function and use a two-di7L e-mon -

equidistant parabola-parabola interpolation to culcuitt h(x, Y).

TV. Ground Surface Forces and Aerodynamic Forces

Forces having effects on the tires can be analyzed intc

supporting forces along the vertical direction F,, , friction forces FN

and lateral forces Fs. , which act on tires when aircraft are

sliding through turns. F7 is determined through static pressure

characteristic curves for the tires. Fs is determined from the

integral motion equations for the rotation of the wheels of the air-

craft or from storage friction forces. Below, we discuss the solution

for the lateral forces Fs

As is shown in Fig. 3, if we assume that the direction of the

aircraft's forward landing gear wheels cannot be controlled, the

lateral force which affects the main wheel on the left and the lateral

force which affects the main wheel on the right are equivalent. The

instantaneous rate of curvature radius for the track of the movement

at point iC' between the left main wheel and the right main wheel is

p a (V . + VII2i 
O- V.V, ,V2)

A

Fig. 3 Force Analysis for Aircraft Slide in Turns 1 Fr

3) Right
61
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In this equation V. (le ) an V. (right) represent respectively

the movement velo-ities of t%,: left and righ n-ir, wheels. Speaking

in gener;< L s, the distance from th-n - r of m:ss .C to tI.

point C' must be much smaller tl-z,  P- . or example, in the

BOFi_,{ 707 aircraft dm1.32m. In the P'77 7,14 733-94 airor> d =1.27

p Therefore. we can know that the r _,e of curvature
radius for the center of ms, .C is equal to the rate of curvature

radius for point C',. In a natural coordinate system, tht norjuil

dynamics equation for the aircraft is

mVK--2F,+Q-F, sinap

I,

In this equation,,m! is the mass of the aircr.ft. Vc i- the velocity

of the center of mass of the aircraft. Q is the horizontal

component of the main aerodynamic force vector having an effect on the

aircraft. From this equation, we can solve for

si
.,...F 2" "" -Q+F,, sina

.(-..3 )

* . , as an approximation calculation. In the interval of integr-Ation ,c,, t 5

we select Y I#-o V C', i and substitute into equation

(13) to get FA, -Fslio

Aircraft, during the processes of take-off and landing, exhibit

very large changes in velocity and are affected by ground surface

forces which change from time to time. Because of this, aerodynamic

lift forces should be calculated on the basis of abnormal aerodyniaic

- forces when aircraft are making any movements. However, the problems

involved in carrying out calculations for non-steady state aerodynamic

forces when aircraft are making arbitrary movements are extremely

complicated. This article, on the basis of references (3,7),

introduces calculations of aerodynamic forces from steady state flow
ind lmin,,r strip theory.
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- V. Simulation Methods

Let us consider the aircraft system composed of the elastic

fuselage, wings, forward landing gear and two main landing gear.
4 Assume that the wheelbarrow type landing gear is composed of the a, i

column B1, , the plunger Bs, , and the wheelbarrow or trolley frame B,3

(three rigid bodies). See Fig. 4(a). Assume that the roc:ker arm ty -
N4 landing gear with vibration reduction devices on the outside of the

main column is composed of the main column B, the rocker arm Bj,

the exterior vibration reduction device tube B and the plunger BJ

See Fig. 4(b). Let us further assume that the rocker arm type

landing gear with vibration reduction devices inside the main column

is composed of the main column B, , the rocker arm B.' and the

plunger B, See Fig. 4(c). Aircraft on which the forward landing

gear are rocker arm type and the main landing gear are wheelbarrow or

trolley type or other types of aircraft are composed of different

combinations of the three basic types of landing gear des-ribed above.

B

BB

Fi-g. 4 r.lodelp of Landing, Gea r

Teinertial coordinate system i (i, is is) is fixe! on.

the surface of the ground. its three basic axs*- rur. rc-s-teetiv -la
r the horizontal direction of thE runw-y, the horizontal
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direotion perpendicular to the runway, and the verti al ieio. W

selec- - the -- i~era--n] axis system i'(ill, 4, 4) to be the

* -er-r axis 3ystem for measurin6 elastic deformaL-tlons in -i rcr c t.

I-ts three basic 2x-, correDspond respectively to the two Perpendicular

horizontal axes and the vertical axiF of the a- ircraft reJferer.--

body. Ljet -zs asSume that X, Y, Z s the origin pcix. ofif*e

coordina te system In cocrdinate C ,0, IP

the ~±y N - I, '' q71 q&, ***, 9- are the 7enerali:!e

cordnaes>syir:.:7Tricc and asymmetrical modalitlteS of

alrcrr-fl. j, is the travel path of the vibration redu,--,.ior uevv:e On.

the fc-rK--rd land-Ing gear. If one is dealing with a wi~~rv

*trolley typt la nding gear, thlen, the angl1e of r ot i uo 01 6, 1- V -

SBi ~ Corresi-ondin-7 to wh.at was sac.id above, the - ef:T r

ge~r q~~fies Pe s1 and Pa. The right main gear quarL:tn>r

~-n ~. With- selected velocities,

U, II

*-So 1  0 1

*c* 1s. C, 00
= dc, -S. 0

ii.In this equation, S#=Sina, C.=COSP. S,=Sinq", C.=COSq'

Cbviously, eiuations (5) and (6) are sati rfd '1'fl--

in the equation above, the square matrix A on i

* side can be reverseda.
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On th- ai of the previous discussion, we solv,: for tii~
oontribut+(_onsl of ,1__ +',- ri~iI body coT . net of fron, a

ge-r n] thet: two m-in irad in- ;7-<r to the gen-ra.lize-d inert,.X Ioc-

e so IV e foCr thIie c ont r c,).t io ns t o t he g-. er 1 iz e-d iiot iv - fo()ro Lby

aeroynamo f orces, ,the ground surf ace f orces af f ct in0  ili- - ti, 6

-s ressure forces inside the vibrLation reduct'on deviceS, hyar -uld>,_

drfa.g forces and storage friction force-s as well as trcllEy t:--.r ar-_-

corresponding to the draeg forces of Lwin columin Ic~in Ifw

assume thait the elastic deforma::tion of thie air,:raft, a-nd ixet~

velocity of the aircraft are s~iquantiti(:s, wt: igr--orz: ti~eir

se--ond order comjponentE'. We cornsider :i~str-uct-"ral drag, of t-.

fueaeand the winrs, and, in equa tioJn (151), thet riFhi.t sid- dr-<

>----care (0, 0, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , X'U,, xSUI, *0 Y.. , ).

?rmealr e4: a i g aE sedy --,

Ire equation set of (15) and (1'6, is si'rultaneously solved by
A. i~egrti~nusinE; a compu'er.

ns~ v ibrat ion reduct ion d ev i Ce;_ thr ar tor-age fr ic ti On

f"or ce s F., i 1, 2. 3,. T he su srit 1 , 2, rej-c've

re-pr-.senz te front land.ing' g-ear, theit cert ain iarnaing gea-r, ;-n] 1,"

right_ -,--i landing gear. Within the are,, of integration .ti ).

F. 1(F 1 X.. i -I,2.* 3

ii t-n, tP:e vibhrit-or. reduction devices- ire locked in. At t~ t ii.,
K- ~ ~c.restrpinin&- c'ond'tionc-
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Si1 Silo 1, 2, 3 ~17)

We elimi nat e th e +2i-I th. equatLon froa. the equation.sa of (15),

V. i -&:ple Calcula-tiorn

This article makes use of ATLSP ',Airplane Takt-off and L-;ndiri,:

- riulation Proerafii) simulation prograiiin, to ma Ke calculatIcrn.- of' tiI,:

irocess of' symrmetrical lardinEgs by KC-1175 aircraft. Initially,

aircraft data was taken from reference (21]. Runwaiy data: was t -ken

* ~from reference [11 . All missing parameters such as laridfig gea

* com~~onentma !-:And moment of' inertia qre supplied as::- iUS

The increment of int-or-tion is takren as At=.001 S.
reliability of the ATLI_'P programing is supported by 1ar L LU~. t S of

empirical measurements and experimentation carried out with.

domestically produced aircraft. We carried out a comparison of thesr-
* with the calculation results from the simulation in order to verify

it.

(rad)

9 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' S 9 is

Fig. 5 Aircraft Angle of Pitch 1 . Sta-tionary Aircraft. Gonfig-u ratioL.
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3.92

.",,.

4- IOSN, J

Frig. 6' Vertical Forces Inf uericinE the Front Waria ..uL.3

1 . 'Stationfary Aircraft Load 2. Front Wheed . ain r-s

The aircraft assumes a landing speed of 71 .6 rn/s. 'it land5

descent speed of 1.8 r/s. 3 seconds after main weel touchdown,

flight personnel pull the stick 5 degrees. Fidg. 5 is the aircraft

pitch angle-time curve. From this Fig we can see that, 5 seconds

after the aircraft lands, it reaches the pitch angle for a station-,ry

* 5aircr'aft. After this, it oscillates in a decaying sine wave fori.

Fig. 6 is the load-time curve for the load affectint. tht front w~

ard main wheels. From Fig. 6 we can see that, after the airraft

first touches the ground, it bounces and leaves tine -rouu) . Tnn, -I

executes a second landing. The vertical forces affecting tt_ei

wheels at the mosent of impact are certainly not maximum. Fii. 7 is

i. Fig. 7 Vertical Acceleration at Point C'
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT
N" TAKING-OFF AND LANDING ON UNEVEN RUNWAY

Rsd Yuting
(Beijing Institute of Aeronwutscs and Astronautics)

Abstract
The method of using Kane's equation to develop the dynamic equati-

ons of a fl'~xible aircraft system including landing gear mechanisms is in-
vestigated in this paper. Two kiads of mathematical models of runay
surface are given. Then, the numerical simulation method i. discussed for
simulating the attitude. velocities, accelerations and dynamic loads of a
flexible aircraft during take-off and landing, taktng into accounf of the
effect of inertial forces and momnents of large landing gear parts on the,
motion of the system. As a simple example, the symmetric take-off and
landing of KC-135 aircraft on the runway No. 12 is simulated. 'I lit
numerical results are only for reference.
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